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2020/2021: A Year in Review
COVID-19 brought unexpected and exceptional challenges. It also opened avenues for us to provide more
intensive, expanded, and meaningful services.

The challenges arose quickly: restrictions on in-person activities resulted in the cancellation of our Bowl
for Kids Sake, Teddy Bear Picnic, and Holiday Gift Wrapping. At the same time, our families were experiencing
Jacqueline Collier, Vice-President increased needs. With school closures, children were at increased risk of isolation and needed stable,
personal connections more than ever. The strain was not felt by children alone: caregivers needed mental
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health support and families needed essential supplies.
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These needs drove us to change. We partnered in creating Kingston’s Kids First, an innovative fundraising
collaborative among the Boys and Girls Club, Pathways to Education, and Big Brothers Big Sisters. This
created a new channel of funding into our programs, both immediate and longer-term, yielding sustainability
and service stability, while strengthening the network of support for our clients.
We expanded the types of support offered through our programs. We started delivering weekly activity
packages for varied developmental stimulation, with board games, crafts, books, and sports equipment.
We sent weekly activity schedules to our clients to provide daily structure and build new routines with
children and matches. We conducted regular wellness check-ins with families, mentors, and waitlisted
children, openly discussing mental health concerns and healthy practices.
We geared-up expansion to neighboring communities with latent needs.
Our staff were indispensable, working with more than 120 volunteers, in making mentoring available to over
390 children and youth. We extend our deep gratitude to all of our community partners who have driven our
mentoring programs and made their continuing reach and positive impact possible, in spite of and in response
to the exceptional challenges of the last year.
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More than Numbers, Life-Changing Impact

Extract from the 2019-2020 Audited Statements. Full Statements available upon request.

391 children mentored
Children Received
207 Group Mentoring
children received
184 1-to-1 mentoring
120 volunteers

COVID-19 Mentoring: Intensive, Expanded, Meaningful
Weekly activity schedules to 115 families
Fun-based LEARNING in physical activity, nutrition, education,
and community service built structure and engagement to children, families, and mentors

Virtual Wellness Check ins with 200 families
Individually-tailored and intensive support

Over 100 Activity Kits filled with resources for educational, mental and physical health engagement

"

The kids don't have their usual activities and it has taken a toll on them.
We appreciate these packages so much.

It's gotten them interested in new
activities and games, and has them
practicing new skills and sports that
they normally wouldn't.

"

They play outside for hours, and just love it! They like reading actual books
too, because it gets them off their screens. Not having to think up new games
or activities for them to do has been so helpful, they love them!

"

"

- BBBS parent

They haven’t skipped a beat with their visits through the pandemic.
Big Brother Matt continues to be that safe and stable haven for Jack.

Today, Jack is more focused, more relaxed, and has grown his social skills so much.
- Mother of 9 year old BBBS mentee

Gearing up for expansion
The pandemic further highlighted the needs for our
programs in smaller, neighboring communities.
With support from the Ontario Trillium Foundation, we learned about the needs in
underserved areas and creatively re-engineered our service model for expansion.

Kingston’s Kids First
In response to the tremendous funding shortfall given the disruption of
on-site programs and cancellation of fundraising events, Kingston’s Kids
First was created to keep children supported and our programs running.
Together, we provide a continuum of care: from the early years into young adulthood.
Together, we build the strong leaders of tomorrow - through and beyond the pandemic.

Over 250 donors!
Over $90,000 raised

Tarnowecky Law
Professional Corporation

Continued Community Engagement: Mentoring Month
Every young person needs someone who they can trust to talk through hard things,
things that may be difficult to share with a parent.

"

"

Our annual Mentoring Month campaign celebrated our mentors
and spread awareness of our work virtually

We are so fortunate that our kids have all this,
thanks to their mentors.
They ask for nothing in return -- your time and commitment are simply priceless

- Guardian of three siblings in BBBS one-to-one programs

All-Abilities Employment Skills Program at the Community Café
The pandemic did not stop our WORK
In partnership with BGC South East, we ARE OPERATING a dedicated employment
skills program for youth with disabilities. Over one year, youth received
positive mentoring, social emotional competences, and specific cooking and
kitchen skills, preparing them for new education and work undertakings.

Big Bunch - Immediate and Intensive Mentoring
COVID-19 SAFE IN-PERSON PROGRAMS activity kits virtual check-ins

50% Growth in reach!

"

science

arts & Crafts

healthy relationships

"

sports

big bunch has helped especially during Covid which has been very hard on us all.

I felt safe sending my son there;

I trusted that the program followed all the protocols. BBBS has been an added support for us.
I really appreciated the check-ins when the program was not running.

We felt that someone careD
- Mother, 10 year old boy

THANK YOU FOR IGNITING POTENTIAL IN YOUNG PEOPLE
Anna & Edward C.
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